Appliance Recycling Certification

(For Dealers Selling Appliances and Shreddable Tin to SA Shredders or Feeder Yards)

To be completed by the Dealer (Generator) and presented by the driver of the truck delivering whole appliances, or smashed, crushed or sheared shreddable tin at the inbound scale. If the driver does not have the completed form, contact the Dealer, and obtain the completed form before the driver leaves the site or before payment is provided.

Dealer’s Name: __________________________________ Date of shipment: _______________________

Bill of Lading or Shippers reference #: __________________ SA Ticket or Reference #:____________________

1. Yes [ ] No [ ] The Dealer is a Certified Appliance Recycler (CAR) Certified by the California Department of Toxic Substance Controls.
   If yes:   CAR number____________________    Expiration date _________________

2. Yes [ ] No [ ] Does the load contain whole or intact Major Appliances* that contain MRSH? (Materials that Require Special Handling) Cal Public Resource Codes 42166 and 42167
   If Yes, and Dealer is a CAR: attach DTSC Form 1430.
   If Yes, and Dealer is not a CAR: no documents required.
   (All Major Appliances containing MRSH to be directed to Appliance depolluting area).

3. Yes [ ] No [ ] Does the load contain smashed, crushed or otherwise processed appliances that originally contained MRSH?
   If Yes, one of the following needs to be collected from the driver:
   For CAR’s: DTSC Form 1430
   For non-CAR’s: Form 1459 (Orphan Form)

I certify that the information provided above is accurate to the best of my knowledge.

_________________________________  ________________ ______
Signature      Date

_________________________________
Print name and position

*(Major appliances include washing machines, clothes dryer, hot water heater, dehumidifier, conventional oven, microwave oven, stove, refrigerator, freezer, air conditioner, trash compactor, or residential furnace.)

**(MRSH includes material such as refrigerants, capacitors, oils, refrigerant oil, mercury switches.